


What do you think of when your hear the 
word Sensory?

Is it a positive or negative meaning?

Does it bring a image of a regulated feeling? 
Is it a good activity or one of dis-regulation 
Did you have to help or assist in behavior, or 
changes of routine?





Most of us, can pick apart  a given moment, If 
we stop and think about it or an extreme or 
excess that is occurring.

Lets compare some of the common taste and 
eating experiences to a memorable moment.

Your favorite restaurant and a special 
evening, what are you thinking, how the food 
tasted, perhaps even what you were wearing 
at that time. 



Do I feel organized when I am able to swing?

Or do I feel organized due to having my 
favorite clothes on and hearing my preferred 
songs.



� Vestibular Input (Equilibrium)-

 

Inner Ear

� Proprioceptive

 

Input (Changes of Position)-
Muscles and Joints

� Kinesthetic Input (Overall awareness)-Brain 
Input from environment/inside body



Vestibular-What is it?

The vestibular system senses movement of 
the body, balance, and vibration.

 
It is 

though this system that we know whether 
our bodies are moving, the direction of 
travel, and the speed. The vestibular system 
needs to be connected well to the other 
senses in order to validate the information 
received.

What happens when your ear pressure is off 
balance?    NEAR SENSE



Proprioceptive-

The proprioceptive
 

system provides 
feedback as to where specific body parts 
are placed, whether the muscles are 
stretching or contracting, and whether 
the joints are bending or straightening.



� Olfactory Input (Smell)- Nose

� Gustatory Input (Taste)- Taste Buds

� Visual Input (Sight)- Eyes

� Auditory Input (Hearing)- Ears

� Tactile Input (Touch)- Skin/Hair



Auditory-
 

covers ears, cowers with loud 
noises, dislikes environments that are too 
stimulating.
FAR SENSE

Gustatory-
 

picky eater (this may be due to 
texture (Tactile) or smell (Olfactory). FAR SENSE

Olfactory-
 

smells most objects, food, people.
FAR SENSE



Visual-
 

input that arrives at the brain 
might: 

When you need more or less it may 
look like
preoccupied with lights, spinning toys, 
flicking fingers near eyes, and watching 
how the light interplays with objects in 
the environment. (i.e.. Leaves on trees)

FAR SENSE



SMELL AND TASTE CORELATION:
One point of being a picky eater:
-

 
Hold your nose and you won’t taste the 

onion you’re biting.
 

Get a cold, and foods just 
don’t taste as flavorful.

Kids with taste issues may dislike or prefer 
certain textures, temperatures, or levels of 
spiciness (outside of family food preparation 
practices).

 
The result is that they reject many 

food offerings enjoyed by others, and seem 
“picky”

 
with regard to the food that is 

enjoyed.



Tactile-

The tactile system receives the 
sensations of pressure, temperature, 
and pain through receptors in the 
skin, mouth, throat, ear canals, etc.



THERAPY SHOULD:

Consist of brainstorming treatment and activity ideas, 
that will meet the sensory needs for the child and to  
optimism learning style. 

The appropriate behavioral response should be in-
 compatible with the undesired behavior.  If we are 

currently avoiding we want for then to pay attention.



Never force any activity on a child, nor 
continue after child has indicated desire to 
stop. 

FOLLOW THE SENSORY LEAD 

Proactive treatment is preferred over 
Reactive.  

Sensory Diets and  types of behaviors



Increased levels of stress and anxiety
lead to reduced levels of frustration tolerance

“ fright, flight, fight” response

Intervention techniques can be a major
factor in effective behavior management and 

self regulation.



Is It Age-Appropriate looks very specifically 
at a skills not age. 



Please take time to fill out some of your 
preferred sensory regulation activities.
On your paper write three of your top 
annoying sensory input such as,
◦

 
Ice crunchers
◦

 
Wearing a wool sweater
◦

 
A humming or ticking sound of the lights.



DISLIKES DO IN TIMES OF STRESS

List: List:



Feeding problems should be treated as early 
as possible so that children can grow 
physically and be healthy.
A study published between 1994 and 2004 
on the eating patterns of children with 
autism. Up to 89% of children with autism are 
picky eaters. Some children will only eat one 
type of food, such as fruits, or starches, or 
meats. These food limits can have an effect 
on both the health and social life of the child. 
2006 Focus on Autism and Other Developmental Disabilities



Poor eater 
Over-registration

Uses tip of tongue, for eating
Gags/vomits easily
Craves certain foods



Eats everything ( pica)
Mouths and licks objects
Eats mixed foods ( i.e. several tastes in            

combination) * strong flavors
Allergies/Asthma * Medication
Regurgitates * Reflux GERD
Stuffing of foods
Using whole hand/fingers to assist in the 
process



Color
Taste
Texture
Smell
Visual
Work required



Smooth
Semi smooth
Sticky
Rough
Wet
Let’s think of the ones that our children like 
that are on the spectrum.



Puree: smooth no textures, smooth lumps, 
sticky, tick liquid
Dissolve
Melt able Solid melt able
Crumbles Chews easily,
Chews and crumbles Chews and sticky
Requires lots of rotary hard munch-ables



What can it be made of ?
Where have I smelled it before?
If so What was I doing, Was it stressful?  Did I 
have a meltdown?
Was it a great memory and reminds me of a 
favorite event

Did I have a chance to smell it?
Was I prepared for the smell did you talk 
about it ?



Is my plate crowded?
Is the food colored?
Are the colors mixed up or separated?

Can you name a red items that your child 
prefers?

Something green?





Color taste texture

Smell visual work required



Most of these include several similar items:
From taste extremes, food chaining, behavior 
management
Some program that I heard of that are totally 
behavior/psychology had the theory that is 
you push the children so hard that they are 
forced to smell, taste, or stay in a chair or a 
given position beyond a reasonable 
expectations.



Was it a meat, puree, starch or a vegetable?
What is the color?
Is it sticky at all?
What kind of muscle work is required?

How many times in a two week period did you 
try to present it?



Location 
Package
Muscle work
Sensory preparation
communication



Quiet, busy
Comfortable, new chair
My own space or crowded



He or she tried it and liked it only one time:
Did you react too much, was it loud, did you 

give a high five or a big hug?

He or she tried it and liked it only one time:
was it prior or after a big motor activity,( come 
from the park, therapy) or was there a long 
break since the last meal?



Oh, no I didn’t change it.
Just one more.
Just take a bite.
Telling them that it is just ok, just try it.

Listen to what you are saying, stick to your 
words 100% of the time.
Don’t be sneaky, it doesn’t build trust.



The children on the spectrum has great 
strengths in visual pathways.  Meaning if you 
give me a McDonalds package presented to 
me with my favorite chicken nuggets and they 
were; easily chewable, more in salt or m.s.g. 
and flavor.  Then I will want the next one in 
the same package with my chicken nuggets.
This is also the same thing our children on 
the spectrum do with utensils and location.
No I don’t want the green cup only the red 
cup please.



SOS APPROACH, Toomey and Associates  
THERE ARE 43 STEPS TO EATING

FOOD CHAININGS

DEBRA BECKMAN
THE ORAL MOTOR APPROACH

DISCRETE TRIALS



FRAKER AND WALBERT MEDTHOD
Convention.asha.org

Marsh Dunn Klien, OTR/L 
MEAL TIME NOTION 



FORCE FEEDING
TRICK AND SONG AND DANCE ROUTINE
HIGH STRESS
UNPRIDICIBILITY
GRAZING
OTHERS



SENSORY
HEAVY WORK 
CALM ENVIRONMENT
BUILD A TRUST
OTHERS



SENSORY
POSITION
COMMUNICATION
ENVIRONMENT, ALL OF THE SENSES
PRESENTATION
AMOUNT OF STIMULAS AND TYPES OF 
EQUIPMENT
CALORIES
QUANTITY VS. QUALITY



Write a 3 day history, when you are not trying 
to introduce any thing new in this intake 
time.
Listen to what you are saying during meal 
time.  Is it positive?  You can try it if you 
want.
Accommodate their preferred utensils this 
should be a accurate description of the best 
food intake.



Should ask for the 3-5 day food intake.
Help develop trends in color and taste.
Level of food quality and movement required 
to complete chewing,(munching, rotary, and 
level of each).
Is a Sensory Diet needed to assist in overall 
intake of food?



Main points to consider:
Avoid food jags
What is that about?
When we accommodate the restraints of,” I 
want it in the container, on this location, in 
my favorite cup in my chair not any other 
way, I can develop a Food Jag.”



When these develop it is harder to make 
changes.  This is the main reason that the 
longer you let children go without feeding 
intervention the harder it is to change their 
preferred items.
When interviewing families that have children 
that demonstrate food Jags they are the ones 
trying to seek in items and calories.



GF/CF-Glueten Free and Casein Free
SCD- Special Carbohydrate Diet
Yeast free
No Dye or colors added
Feingold Diet
Soy free
Or no cyclamates



The ones that they love The diet you want to try

Chicken nuggets

Mac and cheese

Gold fish

GFCF Chicken nuggets

Gluten pasta and    
vegan cheese

GFCF Crackers



Slowly
Change the item every so slightly
The preferred foods will also be altered at 
meal every so slightly.
Take a look at what they (the child) is 
interested in and make the changes with this 
in mind.



Change the shape
Change the color
Change the smell
Change the texture
Change the location of eating
Change the placement



What words do you say to get your children to 
the table?
Is there a start and a finish to each meal?
Do they get to ask for more or do they say I 
am all done?
What words are describing the food?



If you are using food as an reinforcer during 
the day remember that it should be low in 
calories and different in shape though out the 
day and daily.

It is best not to use a whole piece of anything 
for a reinforcer.
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candokids@live.com
Can Do Kids Therapy 
Spectrum Therapy Center
OT and Speech services, 
301 S Blvd  Suite 126
Edmond, OK  73034
Office # 285-6765
FAX  285-5403
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